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Harry Bertoia was an Italian-born American sculptor 
who experimented with metal to manipulate form, 
space, light, texture, and sound. His work with Knoll 
led to a seating collection that has become an icon 
of mid-century design. Made of welded wire and 
steel, chairs in the Bertoia collection, which include 
stools, lounge chairs and benches, transcend from 
everyday objects to pieces of art. Continuing to play 
with materiality, molded shell and leather wrapped 
options express the organic lines of their wire-
framed counterparts. Beautifully proportioned and 
assembled by true craftsmen, his pieces will continue 
to charm any space they occupy.

The Bertoia molded shell side chairs, bar- and 
counter- stools provide support and comfort through 
their gentle curves. Built to withstand indoor and 
outdoor uses, the shell sits comfortably in any space 
and offers a more casual aesthetic. For a bespoke 
look, the molded shell is also available in a smooth 
leather-wrapped version which features tailored 
stitching details along the seams and perimeter. 
Both shell options offer flex for movement and sits 
gracefully on a supportive sculptural metal base.

FINISHES

Please visit knoll.com/surface-finish-library to view all finishes and swatches.

FramePlastic Shell Leather Shell

WhiteWhite Black

Medium Grey 
(suitable for outdoor use)

BlackOrange Red Dark Brown

Black 
(suitable for outdoor use)

Polished Chrome 
(not suitable for outdoor use)

Yellow Natural

Blue

FEATURES

+  Chair with sled base, bar- and counter-height stools are suitable for outdoor use if 
specified in a Black or Medium Grey shell with a Black or White painted base
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